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The irony of it, right?  The State most renowned for its resistance to tyranny, is 
now one of the most afflicted by it.  Like Montezuma's Revenge, the Brits and the 
Papists have reduced it to functioning as a Commonwealth, being milked and 
bilked for the profit of both the Pope and the King. And let's not forget, the 
UN,CORP.  

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Virginia ---other States of the Union that have played
crucial roles in claiming and exercising our country's independence, have all been 
reduced to functioning as Commonwealths. 

This form of "Christian Communism" is especially noisome, as it pretends to be 
for the good of all and to be charitable and beneficial, without actually naming 
names or publishing results of all this "charity".  

When the actual deal is examined, it shows up as a fraud scheme similar to "home 
loans".  You think that this means they are loaning you money to buy a home, but 
in actuality, they are asking you to loan them your home as collateral so that they 
can access 7 to 10 times as much credit based on your asset. 

That's what a "home loan" really is. 

They mortgage the asset and steal your credit--- "pay" you a small part of the 
credit you raised by mortgaging your home, and keep the rest. 

So, if you want to buy a home that costs $250,000.00, they set up a mortgage 
contract on that asset.  That nets between $1,750,000.00 and $2,500,000.00 for 
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their bank as credit, that is, "money of account".  They give you the $250,000.00 
to pay off your house, take their cut, then loan out the balance to other suckers. 

The same process repeats.  

This is how the whole banking system gets "over-extended" and how people get 
enslaved and how homes and businesses get stolen.  

The truth is, they didn't actually loan you anything.  You loaned them everything.  
And all they did was broker an enslavement contract that left you as a tenant in 
what should have been your own house.  

Even after you pay off the mortgage, you don't own your house.  You are just a 
tenant in residence until you die.  The land is still purportedly owned by the Queen
(who gives you a Title like "Sir Stupid Idiot")  and managed as a custodial interest 
by the Pope (as in Evil Uncle Ernie), so that the Probate Court (which is entirely 
illegal and not ever created by any American constitution or legislative act) can 
swoop in and steal the property from your heirs and resell it for the benefit of the 
Queen and the Pope, again. 

They do the same thing with your children and your marriages, which are only 
considered to be "Joint Business Ventures" that produce "Products" --- aka, 
children --- and they assume an undisclosed Third Party Silent Partner majority 
interest in your Joint Venture and your Products.  LOL. 

By the same deceitful and immoral and criminal legal presumptions, they have 
attempted to reduce men and women to being "humans" and when the "humans" 
fought for the rights, they gave them only "civil rights", and now that that schtick 
is wearing thin, they are trying to turn everyone into "Transhumans" and deny 
them any rights at all.  

How about we just find them and brand them as what they are?  Criminals and 
outlaws?  White collar scum that comes in all colors. Traitors to mankind. Traitors 
to this country and to all countries.  Worshipers of Mammon.  

Anyway, folks, it is a tenant of all that we have researched that a very large 
percentage of the Americans who have been misaddressed by courts in this 
country since 1865, should never have been approached, much less spoken to, by 
these foreign courts--- "foreign" both literally and jurisdictionally.  



Isn't it a strange thing that they finally agree with The Living Law Firm? -- Once 
their profits are in the tank and they are consistently losing every case, they agree 
that we don't belong in their courts?  Isn't that convenient?  LOL. 

So, The Living Law Firm is not disbanding.  It's concentrating full force on 
education and on enabling every living American to go on teaching these courts 
where the highwater mark really is, as long as the foreign court systems exist.   

Just the same, it's a funny feeling to stand here and reflect upon how the Tories and
the Papists have schemed to undermine us and all the other living people, and to 
see how close they've come to gaining their objective --- to rule the world or 
destroy it.  

Now they are rushing forward the Basel III contracts, intent on destruction.  No 
cash will be available.  Gold and silver will be sucked into the vaults and stock 
exchanges, too.  

Millions of people will starve and perish if BIS gets its way, so we should hold 
BIS and all those who are partners in BIS accountable for that, right down to their 
toenails. 

We are proud to be banned in Boston and the illegal Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, which has no custodial interest here. 
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